A time-variant processing approach for the analysis of alpha and gamma MEG oscillations during flicker stimulus generated entrainment.
Repetitive flicker stimulation (photic driving) offers the possibility to study the properties and coupling characteristics of stimulation-sensitive neuronal oscillators by means of the MEG/EEG analysis. With flicker frequencies in the region of the individual alpha band frequency, the dynamics of the entrainment process of the alpha oscillation, as well as the dynamics of the accompanying gamma oscillations and the coupling between the oscillations, are investigated by means of an appropriate combination of time-variant analysis methods. The Hilbert and the Gabor transformation reveal time-variant properties (frequency entrainment, phase locking, and n:m synchronization) of the entrainment process in the whole frequency range. Additionally, time-variant partial directed coherence is applied to identify ocular saccadic interferences and to study the directed information transfer between the recording sites of the simultaneously derived MEG/EEG data during the entrainment. The MEG data is the focus of this methodological study as the entrainment effects of the alpha oscillation are stronger in MEG than in the EEG. The occipital brain region (visual cortex) was mainly investigated and the dynamics of the alpha entrainment quantified. It can be shown that at the beginning of this entrainment, a transient, strongly phase-locked "40-Hz" gamma oscillation occurs.